
 
 

ZED Capacity Committee (ZCC) Minutes 
2/27/18   Location: ZED Conference Room 

Time: 4-5pm 
 

Present:  Tammy Berg (Pine Island), Jennifer Walsh (Byron), Jamie Patrick 

(Stewartville), Craig Schlichting (Triton), Mark Matuska (K/M), Chris Staloch 

(Blooming Prairie) 

 

Absent: Rebecca Jennings (Hayfield) 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 The meeting began with reviewing the group’s guiding principles, reviewing the previous 

meetings’ minutes and answering any additional comments/questions. From the previous 

meeting, the group developed some guiding agenda points for this meeting.  

 The ZCC team wanted a clear needs assessment and explanation for looking towards a 

new facility. Patrick shared three clear reasons why ZED is seeking a new facility. He shared 

data virtually and on hard copies. The reasons were: 

 1) The state of ZED’s current facilities 

  a) ALC/T2Success….we reviewed that these programs are currently in a leased 

area that expires in June 2020. There were questions if Byron Public Schools has future plans 

for this space and at this time--they do not.  It was presented the amount of money invested in 

upgrades on a leased space for a 1957 building,  challenges of not having an elevator at 

T2Success area,  technology challenges on two networks (Byron/ZED), and additional costs 

related not having a career/tech classes onsite. 

  b) ZED South Campus….it was presented on questions regarding this building’s 

future foundational integrity. We reviewed information from Krause/Anderson since they did 

upgrades on the building during this past summer and their list of concerns/comments. We also 

discussed the financial obligations required towards this building for the future. It was discussed 

to explore the value of both the ZED South and main office buildings plus local demand for each 

should they be put up for sale 

  c) ZED main office…..it was discussed the main ZED office has some space 

issues as well with additional staff and offices being doubled up. 

 2) Lack of unique needs programming….Patrick presented that ZED doesn’t have 



specific programming or programming space for aggressive/violent students who are 

developmentally cognitive developed or with autism.  Students falling in this category have 

specially designed programs and spaces to meet the high needs. ZED currently doesn’t have 

dedicated programming or dedicated space for these students---they are just intermixed into the 

typical programming. Many area education districts have this type of programming and space 

aligned for these students. Some data and information on the trends for these students was 

shared. Also the need for DCD-Severe/Profound programming in the Transition 2 Success 

program which is currently not happening. 

 3) Increase in numbers….Patrick shared information regarding the special trends within 

ZED. It was asked for next meeting to show more trendlines and the raw numbers versus 

percentages. The enrollment numbers for ALC, T2Success and ZED South programs were 

shared over the years as well. 

 We discussed the processes other cooperative/education districts/intermediates have 

taken when considering a new facility. Many cooperative facilities were contacted across the 

state and that data was shared. It was a wide range of answers depending on their size, 

location and need. We also discussed some of the different funding mechanisms that are 

available for an education district to finance a new facility. It was asked that Patrick bring back 

to the table the top three that would be beneficial for this process.  

 For next meeting it was discussed to bring back the following information: 

 

 1) Look at the proposed square footage of previous building plan and determine if that is 

exactly what’s need for current needs 

 2) Explore the worth and demand of the ZED South and main office buildings 

 3) Create more trend line data with the ZED sped trend numbers that were presented 

and gather raw numbers (versus percentages) 

 4) Have the top three funding mechanism options available that ZED would use for 

possible purchasing 

 

Next meeting is Tuesday 3/13 at 4pm 

 

 

 

 


